
YAB 
10/08/17 

 
Attendees: 
Molly L, Julie H, Amy T, Chris V, Cyndi C, Lisa L, Doug V 
 
Financial Update: 
Checking balance:  $8,648 
Savings balance:  $13,500 
Petty cash balance:  $1,150 
 
Wish List: 

1. Coach’s requests for volleyball were purchased:  ipad, lense, tripod, towels 
2. Check for cross country was written. 
3. New Requests 

a. Doug asked if the Boosters would purchase coaches shirts for JH football, as well as shirts 
and/or hats for volunteers that help with football and track. Julie motioned to approve the 
purchase but there was no second. 

b. Doug requested $1,350 for a new timing clock that has already been purchased. He thought 
the previous Boosters had already earmarked that amount for the clock but they had not. 
Yutan was part of a group of schools that purchased the same clock in order to get a 
discount on it. The clock can be used for track and cross country—it will allow the runners 
to see their time as they cross the finish line. The clock will be beneficial when Yutan hosts 
the cross country conference meet in 2018. Discussion was held about the fact that the 
process for purchasing the clock was a bit backwards, since he is asking for the money after 
the clock was already purchased. Questions were raised as to whether this equipment 
would be loaned out to other schools and were told it would not. Amy motioned to 
approved the purchase using $700 that had previously been set aside for Powerlifting but 
not used and an additional $650. Chris seconded and the motion was approved. 

 
Sports Fundraisers: 
Julie had no further update on the idea of having a steak feed as the only sports fundraiser. She is still in 
the process of gathering information. 
 
Sr. Banner Update: 
Fall Banners – we need to make sure all who ordered banners either paid or worked the appropriate 
concession shifts. Julie indicated that softball seniors worked their shifts. Chris, Amy & Cyndi will 
coordinate on verifying the other sports. 
 
Winter Banners - pictures will be taken November 1. Chris will get the order form updated and posted on 
the website and Facebook. 
 
Spring Banners – pictures will be taken February 9th at 2:00. 
 
Clothing Orders: 
Molly is working to get the winter sport designs selected. She is having seniors choose from the designs 
we have been given. She hopes to have the online store ready by October 21st. 
 
Next Meeting:  November 12th 


